
GASBAGS cycle the Prague-Vienna Greenway     May 2011 
 
Choosing the Ride 
 
Alec, in his role as GASBAGS Annual Ride Organiser, called a meeting on October 13th and asked 
everyone to come up with potential options for the annual ride. 
The day arrived and the turnout was high with Alec, Jeff & Pam, Mike & Naoko, Ray & Bridget, 
Terence & Jan, Grumpy and Fixed-Wheely Mike. 
After a number of votes and much nashing of teeth, the following shortlist of 3 rides was chosen for 
further research and cost/benefit analyses: 

 North Norfolk circular (MikeN) 

 Three countries route from Dover...France, Belgium and Holland (Jeff) 

 La Rochelle.. fly-cycle from Leeds Bradford (Bushy) 
 
The rejected list was as follows with those with the most votes at the top of the list: 

 Stokesley, Hull and Holland circular (Jan) 

 Yorkshire Wolds (Grumpy) 

 Stranraer and the Giants Causeway –NI (Jeff) 

 Newhaven to Paris and return (Pam) 

 Way of the Roses Ride (Morecambe Bay to Bridlington) (MikeN) 

 Mull ride (Pam) 

 London to Paris (Fixed-Wheely) 

 Southern Ireland...definitely without sun (Fixed-Wheely)  
 
Grumpy seemed to be against going anywhere overseas – perhaps he was secretly planning another 
overseas cycling trip and couldn’t afford two? 
The next meeting was arranged for October 20th. MikeN issued out much more detail about the 
“North Norfolk Circular”, and also presented two further overseas options requiring flights as he had 
thought no-one was keen to fly until Bushy’s option was chosen in the short list. 
The attendance at the second meeting was almost the same but Nige & Jess attended with 
absentees: Fixed-Wheely (not free) ;Bridget (apologies) ;Grumpy (probably planning his own 
overseas ride). The meeting first discussed the 3 options chosen from the 1st meeting, with a 
lengthy debate about each one: 

 La Rochelle - expensive & non-flexible flights (one a week) 

 3 countries - probably too industrial 

 North Norfolk - quite possible to find interesting routes with few cars but concern about 
flatness & high hedges  

 
It was decided to have a vote and to include a 4th option "Other option". North Norfolk received 4 
votes and "Other option" received 6 votes.  
 
The group went around the table to collect other options: 

 Czech Republic – The Prague-Vienna Greenway (MikeN) 

 Brittany (Jeff) 

 Alicante (Pam) 
 
The 3 proposers presented their proposals and a vote was called. The vote was 11 for Czech Republic 
(including Ann & Bridget) and 1 for Brittany (Jeff). The definite participants were Alec & Ann, Jeff & 
Pam, Mike & Naoko, Ray & Bridget, Terence & Jan with possibles Nige & Jess and hopefully Fixed-
Wheely. Paul & Susan also expressed interest. Bushy began jumping up and down shouting, “We 



must book the flights tomorrow”, with his hair billowing out so that he looked like a mad professor. 
Within a few days Terence and Jan decided not to participate. 
 
Preparation 
 
Alec & Ann, Jeff & Pam, Mike & Naoko, Bushy & Bridget met up several times, divided up the 
workload and by December 10th everything was booked: bike hire; accommodation; flights; trains. 
The remarkable thing was that each pair had chosen different flights for both to and from Prague. It 
was made very clear that any other interested GASBAGS would be made very welcome. 
Later we came up with the idea of Ride Daily Leaders, and Jeff provided some standard cycling text 
translated to Czech – would we be able to understand any Czech chat? 
 
The Week before leaving 
 
Panic: A volcano erupted in Iceland with flights being cancelled in Scotland and Newcastle. Would 
we be able to get to Prague? Would some get there but not 
all? We agreed that everyone should fund the shared costs 
even if they didn’t get to Prague e.g. Praha Bike costs to 
fetch bikes from Vienna. 
Bushy sent out an email with two Options (a) and (b) 
IN CASE WE CANNOT GO WE NEED TO AGREE 
a} should we pay our share of the hotels {approx £120 / 
couple} if it has to be paid or reduced cost if possible 
OR 
b} should it be left to those who do go to sort out at their 
cost.  
 
Bushy wanted Jeff to sign in blood just in case but Jeff does 
not easily give away his blood. 
 
Arrival 
 
Alec & Ann arrived on Thursday May 26th with Jeff & Pam arriving the following day. On May 28th 
Alec sent Mike a text “Bikes ok” – Mike felt relieved as he had booked the bike rental. 

Mike & Naoko arrived on the Sunday and immediately set off to ensure 
that they were on time for the agreed meeting time of 8pm at the 
agreed meeting point on Charles Bridge. Whilst waiting for the team 
Mike was approached by two Vietnamese men who were keen to be 
photographed with him, with Mike thinking it was because of his good 
looks but probably because he looked like a giant. By 8:10 no team 
members had appeared with Mike assuming that there must be a good 
reason. It turned out that Jeff 
& Pam, Alec & Ann were at 
Praha Bikes helping sort out 
the bikes – a very good 
reason! Ann said, “I was 
concerned about you both”. 
Bushy & Bridget arrived in 

Prague by taxi at  9:30pm – hang the expense for these rich 
pensioners. 
Mike & Naoko arrived back at their hotel with still no 



contact with the rest of the team. Jeff & Pam were staying in the same hotel but were not yet back. 
Mike decided to sit on guard at 
reception as the plan for the 
following day had to be agreed. At 
11pm the hotel door opened and 
Pam ran in and gave Mike a big 
kiss. Mike thought his luck was in 
then Jeff appeared. It seems that 
the other six had met in a pub, had 
a few drinks and had been 
concerned that Mike & Naoko had 
not flown out. Mike thought it was nice to be “concerned about” and realised that Pam’s kiss might 
have been while she was inebriated. Once Mike switched to a Prague carrier on his mobile he found 
numerous texts from Bushy – also very concerned. 
Jeff stated that the bike shop opened at 9am but that no-one could serve us till 9:30, however we 
still aimed to get there by 9am. Mike & Naoko had arrived very fast at the hotel by metro then a half 
mile walk. However Jeff & Pam had been there for two days and had become experts on the trams 
so our transport was agreed as the tram. 
 
Monday May 30th – Olbramovich to Tabor - 30 miles 
 
We set out from the hotel at 8:20 with Jeff leading and with tram route map in his hand. Mike 
assumed that we would be at the bike shop by 8:50. We jumped on a tram then after a short time 
onto a connecting tram – but was it going to the right place for the 3rd connection? We jumped off 
the second tram then on another tram then off this tram before Jeff realised that both these trams 
would have gone to the 3rd connection point. We jumped on another tram that finally got us to the 
3rd connection point. We jumped on another tram but got off one stop too soon so now had even 
further to walk to the bike shop, finally arriving at 9:40 – just an hour and 20 minutes for the trip. 
Mike was really impressed with Jeff’s expertise at switching trams, and pleased that he had been 
able to see so much of Prague. Mike realised that Jeff & Pam’s site-seeing the previous two days had 
probably been 90% tram switching and 10% site-seeing. 
When we arrived at Praha Bikes Bushy & Bridget and Alec & Ann were already there, wondering 

where we were. Mike was very pleased to meet Oleh, the 
manager, for they had exchanged numerous emails. The four 
who had been at the bike shop the previous day had marked 
up our eight bikes, and now we checked the bikes again, 
switched pedals and saddles, with tremendous help from the 
Praha Bike 
mechanics.  
We had agreed with 
Praha Bikes that they 
would transport the 
bikes 40 miles to 

Olbramovice and that we would catch the train. Jeff led the 
way from the bike shop to the station and was determined to 
not get lost.  
We assumed that there would be no problems with the train 
journey but after 40 minutes the guard approached Mike and 
spoke in German – but too fast. Fortunately he switched to 
English and explained that we had to get off the train and to complete the rest of the journey by bus. 
Would the bus still go the Olbramovich station? Would we still arrive at the right time – 12:15? In 



the end there were no problems with Oleh being at the station to greet us with the bikes.After 
further bike checks and additions we set off at 1:15. Mike was Day Leader and led the way for the 
first 10 miles to get back on the Prague-Vienna route going through Sedlec-Prcice. After 
refreshments we cycled the next 20 miles though rolling countryside to Tabor without incident. The 

temperature was around the mid-twenties. We arrived at 
Tabor, a town with a 
population of 
36,000, with Bushy 
taking the lead to 
get to the hotel. 
Pension Alfa called 
itself the “Whisky 
Pub” – if only Fixed-
Wheely had come 

along to taste the whiskies. Ann led the way to the bar 
straight after our arrival with the rest following. Naoko drank her first half-litre of dark beer. After an 
excellent meal in the main square we returned to the “Whisky Pub” with Alec and Mike tasting the 
whiskies, and Naoko drinking another half-litre of dark beer – with no ill effect. 
 
Tuesday May 31st - Tabor to Nova Bystrice –  49 miles 
 

We agreed to meet at 9:30 in the main square but Mike & 
Naoko didn’t turn up till 9:45 after they got stuck in a large 
supermarket – bad marks! After a few miles Mike’s back tyre 
acquired a slow puncture. The team stopped and all the men 
helped to replace the tyre. The Praha Bike pump just about 
worked and we set off again but within a few hundred 
metres the tyre had gone down again. We put on another 
tyre but none of the push-on pumps would work then Ann 
brought out her screw-on pump. It worked! Mike was 
delighted. However we must have lost about three quarters 

of an hour. 
Naoko began to get a pain in her knee and was getting concerned about how far she still had to 
cycle. Jeff lent her a wrap-around bandage which made a 
big difference to the knee pain but over the coming days it 
led to sores and blisters under the wrap. She was very 
brave to carry on. 
Alec was Day Leader and led us away, spending the day 
going ahead to check the route then coming back – he must 
have cycled a few extra miles. We reached the Cervena 
Lhota Castle and stopped to eat our lunch in an empty yard 
in front of the castle. Then we were invaded by thirty 

children on bikes 
who also stopped 
for lunch – our quiet location had been destroyed!  
We cycled onto Jindrichuv Hradec, bought more food at the 
Coop then cycled to look around the chateau. 
The temperature had again been mid-twenties with a blue 
sky but at about 4:30 the sky became darker. Mike said to 
Jeff & Pam, “Perhaps we should stop and cover our 
panniers” but they replied, “Let’s get on and do it if the rain 



starts”. At 5:30, with 10 miles to cycle, the rain started heavily with thunder and lightning. We raced 
for tree cover but the trees were just conifers. We covered ourselves and our bikes with our 
waterproof gear but the rain was getting heavier. Jeff & Pam and Mike & Naoko decided to cycle on 
after 10 minutes to find improved tree coverage. They stopped after 400 metres but Naoko was not 
there – she had stopped earlier. After another rain-drenching 10 minutes Alec & Ann, Bushy & 
Bridget and Naoko appeared and the eight of us cycled on. Now we were being hit by large 
hailstones with the thunder and lightning getting more intense.  We stopped again under some 
more trees. Jeff then found an empty house nearby that had good shelter. What he didn’t realise 
initially was that we all had to troop through a deep puddle. 
We stopped there for a long time until the rainfall reduced in 
intensity, with Alec getting very cold. We cycled on to Nova 
Bystrice, and found our hotel Pension Na Bojisti at 7:30 – the 
last 10 miles taking over 2 hours. We were all wet-through 
and we walked into the bar/restaurant with Bridget looking 
especially strange wearing orange bags on her feet. 
Only one of the staff knew a small amount of English so the 
staff conversed to Mike in broken German. The rooms 
turned out to be excellent with room to hang our clothes 
and there was one locked room just for bikes. 
We ate in the hotel’s restaurant with the menu being in Czech and German with no-one able to 
translate the text. What turned up turned out to be a surprise to everyone except Naoko who had a 
book with photographs of Czech meals and descriptions in Japanese. 
 
Wednesday June 1st - Nova Bystrice to Vranov nad Dyji – 45 miles 
 
The breakfast was excellent with plenty of ham, cheese and 
bread to allow us to take away some sandwiches for lunch.  
The chains had to be oiled before we could set off as 
overnight the chains had rusted. 
Bushy was Day Leader and he took his role seriously by 
leading and leaving Bridget to take up a position at the 
back. 
From Vratěnín we cycled through the rolling, sparsely 
populated countryside near the border with Austria - 
sometimes only a few hundred meters from the former Iron 
Curtain. Dotting the countryside along the way were small 

concrete bunkers which are remnants of the Small Maginot 
Line, part of Czechoslovakia’s defense preparations against 
Hitler’s army during WWII, but which in the end were never 
used. 
The temperature for most of the day was again mid-twenties 
but at 4:30 just as we reached the top of a hill with 7 miles to 
go heavy rain started with thunder and lightning. Mike & 
Naoko set off towards Vranov then reached a split in the 
road. They took the right fork but Mike was not positive 
about the direction so they thought they would shelter next 

to a hut. Mike put his head round the back of the hut to find four young men sheltering who looked 
astounded to see him. They confirmed the Vranov direction so they set off again. After several miles 
they saw confirmation of the right direction and breathed a sigh of relief. Mike & Naoko arrived at 
Vranov first closely followed by Alec & Ann then Bushy & Bridget but no Jeff & Pam. They arrived at 
the accommodation, Penzion Relax, wet through again. The owner was very helpful and turned up 



the heat in the rooms. Fortunately Jeff & Pam found the Penzion and our team had its full 
complement again. 
 
 
 
June 2nd - Vranov nad Dyji to Hevlin – 44 miles 
 
We had agreed the previous evening to meet up at 8:15 to 
walk to the local pub for breakfast. However in the morning it 
was proposed (by Jeff, Pam & Mike) that we cycle off and get 
breakfast later. Alec & Ann were not in on this proposal and 
turned up on the dot of 8:15. They agreed the proposal with 
some reluctance but then set to getting ready to cycle. Again 
it was necessary to oil the chain. We set off and now had 
chance to admire the extravagant baroque chateau of Vranov 
nad Dyjí, rising high above the Dyje River.  
Jeff was Day Leader and had decided that we would take the 
optional route through Znojmo. At Cizov we saw the preserved barbed wire roadblocks on the south 

side of the village that reminded us of the heavily guarded 
border area and 50 years of the cold war. 
 In Znojmo we stopped in the main square at an open-air 
café. Jeff led us off out of Znojmo, a town of 36,000, on 
route 126 down a hill then 
stopped to check the route. He 
bravely chose to continue 
downhill with Pam by his side. 
The other six lost sight of these 
two and had to return part way 

up the hill. Jeff & Pam reappeared as they had turned round. Jeff then 
asked advice from a man who talked good English and we turned 
round again – we were almost dizzy by the number of times turning 
round. We were now on a bike track rather than a road and came up 

to a big hole a few metres long 
and a metre deep. Bushy and 
Alec jumped in the hole to help 
the rest of us push our bikes 
past this strange hole. At the end of the track we had to push 
our bikes over earthworks and then continued on the road. 
Jeff stopped to ask 
advice again, this time 
lending the man his 
glasses to read Jeff’s 
map. We turned left, 

crossed a main road and then we arrived back on the right 
route – well done Jeff! At Slup we stopped to look at a unique 
industrial monument - the Renaissance Water Mill from the 
16th century, which still has milling equipment in use.  We 
arrived at Hevlin dry for a change after another hot day, with 
the temperature in the mid-twenties again. The 
accommodation, Penzion Semerad, was locked up and no-one was around. Bushy phoned the 
number on the hotel board and spoke excellent German to a dead line. Jeff remembered that the 



hotel was linked to a garage and there was one nearby. We 
were checked in slowly one by one by what we thought was 
an unfriendly woman then Mike paid and finally we were 
given the keys. There had been talk of cycling 3km to Laa an 
der Thaya in Austria and soaking ourselves in the hot waters 
of the thermal water spa Therme Laa but we decided instead 
to walk to a restaurant to eat and drink. 
 
June 3rd - Hevlin to Wilfersdorf – 51 miles 
 

Mike awoke at 5am in their very small room and went to the bathroom shared with Bushy & Bridget 
who were also in a very small room. Just as he opened the door to return to his room Jeff’s head 
appeared – didn’t he have enough room in the ensuite palace with Pam, next door to the even-
larger ensuite palace shared by Alec & Ann. Mike & Naoko and Ray & Bridget are not the 
complaining type and would never ask for recompense! Jeff tiptoed past Mike and left a note asking 
Bushy to leave his German dictionary. This sounded like a remarkable excuse to Mike – had wife-
swopping arisen and he had missed out? 
Bushy & Bridget had to catch an early train back to Prague, and would miss out on the great 
company of the other six and the best two days cycling that were to come. They left just after 6am, 
cycled for a few miles then caught trains back to Prague. In Prague their hotel had reduced rooms 
and they were offered either a tiny basement room or a room on a boat that they nicknamed “The 
QE2” – they jumped at the latter. Bushy sent a text, “Great to get rid of the bikes”. If only he had 
known about the “Alaska Route”. 
Mike, who was the Day Leader, came up with a detailed plan which he explained to each person in 
turn over breakfast – of course plans are made to be broken! The breakfast was excellent with lots 
of ham, cheese and bread and we made sandwiches for lunch with the leftovers. The breakfast was 
served by the unfriendly woman from the day before, and she turned out to be very friendly and full 

of smiles. 
We cycled off just after 9am almost matching Mike’s plan. 
Mike’s first planned stop was at a historic farmhouse in Novy 
Prerov where we could taste local wine but we arrived too 
early so after a brief stop we cycled on. 
Jeff had proposed that we go off route and cycle through the 
Lednice-Valtice estate and Mike had adopted this idea in his 
plan. By mistake we turned too soon and met a busy road 
where an enormous 
lorry skimmed Mike’s 

back. We returned to the original path and found the correct 
turnoff after a few more kilometres. The bike-track was 
along a river and Mike doubted it was much improved 
compared to the official Prague-Vienna Greenway route. 
However we cycled past a vinery, turned round and began 
sampling the wines, eating our Hevlin sandwiches at the 
same time – all very pleasant in the hot atmosphere. 
We cycled on past Valtice and stopped at the Czech-Austrian 
Border crossing. A young man was looking after the museum 
and looked very bored. Ann bought an ice-lolly from him to hold against her knee that was in pain. 
Alec also bought one and held it against Ann’s knee. Mike said, “that shows the sign of real love”, 
but Alec replied, “I just want to melt my lolly!” 



On the hills, shortly after the border crossing, beautiful views 
opened up on the northern side of the hilly region of the 
Wein vierte (wine quarter), a landscape characterized by 
winegrowing tradition. We reached the crazed village of 
Herrnbaumgarten 
with its obscure 
objects and it was on 
Mike’s plan to stop 
and look round but 
time was getting on 

so we cycled on after Ann had fought with an ATM to get out 
some Euros. We reached Poysdorf, the wine center of this 
region, with Mike’s plan showing a half-hour stop to taste the 
wine but the sky looked black so we sheltered under a garden 
centre roof. We decided to take a shortcut to Wilfersdorf but 
the shortcut turned out to be a very congested major road. By now it was raining but we had no 
choice but to turn round and search for the official route. Mike asked advice twice in sign language 
and broken-English, and led the team back to the official route and onto Wilfersdorf. Alec took over 
leading now as he had booked the accommodation, the Tour Motel. When we saw it our hearts sank 
as it looked like portacabins stacked on top of each other. However the manager was very helpful, 
the rooms were clean and warm, and he allowed us to hang our wet clothes in the drying room. 
Wilfersdorf only has a population of just over 2,000 and we learnt that the Tour Motel was the only 
accommodation. However the restaurant, where we ate, was magnificent, the food delicious and 
was not in keeping which such a small village. 
 
June 4th - Wilfersdorf to Vienna – 46 miles 
 
We cycled on Euro Velo 9 on the so called “Alaska“ Route towards Kreuzstetten. The name “Alaska“ 
Route comes probably from going up and down over rolling hills and it was a bit challenging but also 
fun with great views over the Weinviertel region. 

We climbed a hill to reach Stammersdorf and Mike waited 
for the other 5 to arrive with Ann being last. Pam was 
shouting at Mike, “Let Ann have a drink” but he was too 
excited about almost finishing the ride and cycled on as it 
was now downhill (sorry Pam). We cycled down to the 
centre of Stammersdorf which is the official end of the 
Prague-Vienna Greenway but couldn’t find the endpoint 
shown on the Greenway information. Mike declared, “We 
have finished” and a big cheer went up and photographs 
were taken. 

We continued on Euro Velo 9 then switched to Euro Velo 6 
when we reached the Danube river and cycled along for a 
time before Jeff could contain himself no longer, 
dismounted his bike, stripped off and jumped in, closely 
followed by Pam and Ann. In the meantime Mike asked 
several people about the route to the hotel, and was not 
convinced that the first few answers were correct. Finally he 
stopped two cyclists, they said go back to the last bridge we 
had passed, cycle across the Danube, then follow the 31 
tram route. 
Mike led the way through Vienna with still several miles to 



cycle. Fortunately Vienna is full of bike tracks but it was necessary to stop often to ensure we were 
keeping as a team. Mike felt stressed by the time we reached the hotel and Ann said she felt 
stressed – we all felt stressed! 
We arrived at the hotel, Hotel Hernals, at 5:15 and at 5:30 Praha Bikes turned up to transport the 
bikes back to Prague. Our ride was over! 
This final day was the hottest of the ride with the temperature peaking at 34 DegC and even Mike, 
who had used no suntan oil, began to feel a bit burnt. 
 
Overall 
 
We cycled 265 miles over 6 days in high temperatures – a remarkable feat.  There were three rain 
storms with the first two involving violent thunder and lightning, and the first one including large 
hailstones.  
The terrain was rolling on all days and there were some steep climbs but the team kept on cycling on 
all but the odd occasion – not bad for an age range of 52 to 65. The views were magnificent in many 
parts of the ride. 
We had no problems with the bikes with the gears and brakes working well. 
All the people we met at the hotels, restaurants and bike shop were very helpful and friendly with 
the exception of our Viennese hotel. 
We kept together well as a team with only the odd cross-word. The idea of Day Leaders worked well. 
Two of the team had especially painful knees, Naoko and Ann, but struggled bravely on.  
The beer in the Czech Republic was especially cheap and tasty, especially the wheat beer. Most of 
the food in the restaurants was delicious and cheap in the Czech Republic. We had no complaints 
when we made up sandwiches from the spare food at breakfast but the two hotels in question did 
not speak English so we would not have understood them if they had complained. 
Our free time to look around places was limited due to the high daily mileage and rolling terrain. We 
should consider a reduced daily mileage for our next ride if there are sites to see. Bring on the next 
adventure! 
 
Mike Newton 
 
 
 
 
 
 


